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FOR RELEASE ON THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6  
  

 

Everen Specialty Ltd. (Previously known as Oil Casualty Insurance, Ltd.) reveals its 

brand identity  
   

  

    
    
[Hamilton, Bermuda] Following a rebranding announcement in June, Everen Specialty reveals its brand visual 

identity. The new logo has been designed to reflect the company’s heritage of providing enduring capacity and 

underwriting expertise commitment to the continuously evolving energy sector while at the same time, 

emphasizing the diversity of the business underwritten by Everen Specialty.   

  

The Everen Specialty logo was created to reflect that the company is a consistent source of liability and 

property insurance and reinsurance with a focus on energy. The overscore symbolizes long term continuity 

and the everlasting priority to provide consistent capacity and the underscore calls attention to the evolving 

focus and commitment across all classes of business.  

  

The colours and fonts were selected to communicate a sense of partnership with Everen Limited, its sister 

company, while emphasizing the specialty lines of business underwritten by Everen Specialty.  The brand also 

includes a shorthand symbol, which may be used when space is limited, and is recognizable from the 

accentuated S font.  

 

Bertil Olsson, President & CEO says, “It gives me great pleasure to introduce Everen Specialty’s new identity 

as it represents commitment to the future of energy and a culture that builds long-term relationships through 

reliable coverage and underwriting expertise.” 

 

“We are proud of the progress made since Everen Specialty’s creation in 1986; providing meaningful excess 

liability limits to a broad range of energy sector entities.  To balance our underwriting risk, we have become a 

diversified insurance and reinsurance company underwriting a broad spectrum of coverage and industries 

through our property and reinsurance units.” 

 

-Ends- 

 



 
 

 

  
For more information, please contact Jerry Rivers, jerry.rivers@everenspecialty.bm  

  
Headquartered in Bermuda, Everen Specialty is an insurer of the world’s leading energy companies.  The company 

was established in 1986 as a non-assessable mutual insurer offering its shareholders and non-shareholder insureds 

occurrence property limits of up to $50 million and liability limits of up to $75 million.  In addition, it offers reinsurance 

and property insurance to a diverse set of (re)insurance entities and industries. 

 

For further information about the company, please visit www.everenspecialty.bm 
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